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The fundamentals of magnetic recording

by W; K. Westmijze *)

Lecture delivered for the Nederlands Èadiogenootschap and the
' Geluidstichting on 17th |une 1955'

SUMMARY

A short description is given of the magnetic recording method in gene-
ral, ard some details are treated more elaborously, For the understanding
of the h.f, biasing method ,use is made of a simplifìed hysteresis curve.
In this way an explanation can be given of some of the peculiarities met
in the recording and erasing.

The recorded signal is attenuated by the demagnetizing field, and during
reproduction not all the flux in the tape is reproduced. This is treafed
for short, long and intermediate wavelengths'

Finalþ, the factors are surveyed which influence distortion, frequency
response, noise and print effect.

1. fntuoductiot¿.

The development in recenú years of fhe magnetic recording
system, invented in 1898 by Poulsen, has led to a sysÉem thaÉ
is highly reliable, simple in operation, and of an excellent sound-
quality. Iú is therefore not surprising that it has reached an
outstanding pi""" "*ong the existing sound-recording systems.

The physical processes involved are nof always so simple,
especially in fhe recording process itself. In the survey fhat
follows we shall not go into all fhe details of these processes,
but give where necessary a schematic represenfation that sim-
plifies understanding.,

A magnetic recording sysÉem is in principle made up of a
magneúirable medium (e.g. úape), a recording- and a reproducing
head. In the recording head a magnetic field is excited by the

*) Philips Research Laboratories N'V. Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken
Eindho ven -N etherl ands.



2 W. K. Westmijze

recording currenf, and the lape is moved with uniform velocity
through this field. In this way the variations of the elecúiic
current wifh time are converted into a varying magnetization
along the tape. In reproducing, úhe fape is led with the same
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Fig. 1.
Schematic representation of a tape-recorder

velocify along a reproducing head where the varying magnetic
flux inúroduces r.¡oltages fhat can be amplifìed and give rise úo
a signal that, if fhe apparatus is functioning well, is equal fo
the original signal.

A schematic representation of a tape recorder is depicted in
fig.1. The tape, driven along by the capstan A and the pressure
idler 1?, passes, on iÉs way from the supply reel M,, to the
úake-up reel Mu, three magnetic heads: the erasing head K, ,
which erases whaf may have been recorded on the tape pre-
viously; úhe recording head K, and the reproducing head 1fr.

Fig. 2 gives a schemaÉic construction of a magnetic head. Iú
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Fig. 2.
Schematic construction of a magnetic. head (a), with relative propor-

tions of tape and gap for a recording or reproducing head (b).
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3The fundamentals of magnetic recording

consisfs of a high-permeable magnetic core interrupÉed by a
non-magnetic gap. The differences between erasing-, recording-
and reproducing head are to be found mainly in the dimensions
of the gap.

The magnetic recording medium is moved along the gap. Usually
iú consists of a plastic base, 4o p, thick, covered with a mag.
netic coating of I ! ¡,r,. The coercive force of the magnetic mate-
rial is about zlo Oersted, and its rernanence 6oo Gauss.

One of the difficulties with the investigation of the magnetic
recording process is that, although the recording and the repro-
ducing process are really well çeparated, the infermediaÉe resull
the recorded tape, cannot be examined independenúly. This is
different from the situation with gramophone or sound film,
where the in-between result can be examined optically.

2. 'flae record'ing þrocess

Two points are of special importance heie:
1. the attainment of a linear relationship between the

current in the recording head and the resulting mag-
netization of the tape;

2. the recording of as wide a frequency range as possi-
ble.

As to the trst point, we shail assume a linear relafionship
between the field in the recording gap and the cument in óhe
coil of the recording head. (This implies that no saturation
occurs in the core material). The tape moves through the,stray
field of the recording gap. In doing so a particle of the tape
experiences a field that, assuming that the gap-field re¡nains
constant, increases from zero to a maximum value when the
particle is exactly in front of the gap, and then decreases again.
The maximum value experienced is a measure for fhe magne-
tization brought âbouú in the 'ìtpà. t" make the relationship
linear two meihods exist :

a. the d.c. biasing method;
b. the a.c. biasing mefhod.

The main importance of úhe former meÉhod is úhat iú can be
readily understood. The second method is used in practice, but
is much more difficult to understand. Here a high-frequency
current is superimposed on the curreirú to be recorded, while
care has been tsken that the tape is magnetically neutral when
it reaches the recording gap.

a



4 W. K. Wesrmijze

An enúirely satisfacúory explanation of úhe linearization pro-
cess has not yet been given, and will be very difficulÉ úo give
because of the complexiÉy of fhe phenomenon. 'W'e shall give
here a simpliûed represenúation based on the considerations of
Toomin and Wildfeuer [1]. This simplification relates úo
the magnetizafion-curve which we shall suppose fo consisf of

I úwo súeep irreversible branches
(CD and FB in fig.5) connecÉed
by less steep reversible branches.
The slope of fhe latÉer corres-
ponds fo the iniúial permeability.

Starúing from the demagneti-
zed state, an applied magnetic
field will cause the magneúiza-
tion at first fo follow the re-
versible branch O A. After A is
reached the magnetization will
further follow the ineversible
branch. 'When úhe magneúic fìeld
starús fo decrease afterfhe mag-

Fig.5. nefizaúion has reached 8", the
Simpliûed magnetization curve latter will from then on follow

(B C D F) with minor hysÉeresis the reversible branch B' C'.
loop (B'C'D'F'). Suppose now that the recor-

ding head is fed with a super-
position of a direct and an a.c. biasing current, and'thaf the
amplitude of the latter is such that in front of Éhe gap the
field âmplitude surpasses the coercive force of the tape. In
approaching the ,gap a particle of the tape will experience
a growing field amplitude until in front of the gap it traverses
a loop as is, for example, depicted by fhe loop ,F' B' C' D'. This
loop is shifted with respect to the origin because of the
direct component. After leaving the front of 'the gap the field
experienced by the particle decrreases. At a certain moment
iú has decreased so far that the amplitude of dhe a.c. ûeld
equals If",, antd from then on the magnetization follows the
reversible branch B' C', After the particle has lefú the recor-
ding head its magnetic súate is represented by ,?". The position
of B" C" corresponds to a displacement of A along B,F in ac-
cordance with the applied d.c. field S. Since B,F is a straight
line the remanence ./?" is strictly proporfional to S. This is whaú
was meant to be obtained by the application of the d.c. bias.

o
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T'he fundamentals of magnetic recording

During the passage of the gap the d.c. fìeld experienced by
the tape varies in the same way as the a.c. biasing freld. If
it be asked what d.c. field is decisive for the recorded signal,
the answer must be that iú is the field that exists at the moment
that the minor hysteresis loop iusú closes, úhat is if the tape
has travelled such a distance past the recording gap that the
amplitude of the a.c. field equals l/.,.

With the simplified represenúation given above, the qualita-
tive behaviour of the curves of ouúpuú and distortion versus
biasing current may be explained. Moreover iú may be exten-
ded if we suppose úhe magnetic material not to be built up
of domains each having the same recfilinear hysteresis loop, buú
of domains the coercive forces of which are scattered around a
certain mean value. The picture is then no longer very acade-
mical, but resembles to a certain degree the physical picture
that can be made of a magneúic material.

The consequence of this extension, and of the facf that particles
deeper in úhe fape experience a smaller súray field, is that
the recorcling does not take place at a fixed point but in a
small area. The greater the spread in the coercive force and
the thicker the tape, the larger this area will be. As a conse-
quence the instant of recording is spread in time and, if the
signal can no longer be regarded as constanf, during the passage
of the gap, a kind of average of fhe signal over a period of
time is recorded. 'Io a rapidly varying signal this will mean
an attenuafion and it sets an upper limit úo fhe highest fre-
quency . that can be recorded. The more rapidly the stray field
around the gap falls off, the shorter the period over which is
to be averaged, and the smaller the attenuation of the higher
frequencies. From the above it further follows thaú the repro-
ducfion of the higher frequencies can be enhanced by making
the spread in coervice force in the tape as small as possible,
and by making the magneúic coating thin.

3. Erasiug

The erasing process is essentially the same as the recording
process, carried out in absence of a d.c. currenú. The a.c. cur-
renû must be high in order fhaú saturation in the tape can be
reached.

The magnetizatton in the tape is brought to zero by action
of the gradually decreasing a.c. field, when leaving the head. Care

5
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6 W. K.'WestmijZe

must be taken thaú Éhe a.c. field decreases slowly since other-
wise a riemanent magr:'etization may be brought about that is
a recording of the a.c. field. To appreciate this let- us retunn
to our simplified representation of fig. 3. Suppose that in one
oscillation of the a'c. field B" is reached, buÉ that the amplitude
falls off so rapidly that in the nexÉ half period C" is no longer
reached, then a remanent magnetizatior' R" is brought about'
An estimation can be made of the remanent magnetization in
the most unfavourable case. In order Éhat it be In' the value

of the a.c. field must have Yteen H,, + Ia" , while half a pe-
tat¿ a

/,"
riod lafer it was H,, - : " (a is the slope of the irrei'ersible

lan a
f

'branch of fhe magnetizaÉion curve). Thus A '[! : z
tat¿ a

decrease of the field in atime Xt: j;(f :frequency of the2Í
a.c. field),

whence In,,:Itn,ro AH 4-'- :-.
Lt At 2f

In order to reduce the remanent magnetization In' as much

as possible at a given tape speed L-;i ft is desired that the

frequency / is high and the fall-off of the stray field around
. A.Hthe gap, 

=,small. 
The latter is obtained by supplying the

1\T
erasing head with a wide gap. This also serves to let the fìeld
penetrate the remote layers of a thick coating.

For Éhe recording gap, where the same reasoning holds,
A ã *.l.t be high for the recording of the higher frequencies,
t\r
as we have seen, and a recording of the biasing current can
be avoided onþ by using a high biasing frequency.

4. Sef-demagn¿tizatiott.

Once Éhe magneúization has been brought about by the re-
cording head, the magneúic states of adjacent particles influençe
each other. In the case of longitudinal sinusoidal magnetization,

say R,: B" sin 2 n: , a magnetic field is generated that tends
),

to decrease the magnetization. F'or a fape-fhickness /, small

o

o



The fundamentals of magne,tic recording

compared to the wavelengfh 2, this demagnetizing field can be
easily calculated. From div B : o it follows Lhat aí the sur-

face of the tape Bt: -!! 3" cos 2n{. Outrid" the tape the1").
sinusoidal solution satisfying the Maxrvell equations is:

H' : H" '-2nYf 
)" 

sin z nL
),

Ht: ÍI"e -2ityl)" .x:cos 2 fi--
),

(The 1,-direction is the direction perpendicular to the plane of
the tape).
Since aÉ the surface of the fape the normal component of Éhe
induction, and the longitudinal component of the field sfrength
are continuous, it folfows that inside the Éape fhe demagnetizing
field is given by

7

o

o

nd BnÌ{.
For smaller wavelengfh the

constant over the thickness of

--+

^r"demagnetizing fìeld is no
the tape. A calculatioñ[2]

v
d

longer
FÉ"Ë

we shall notlreproduce here, shows thaú the demagnetizing field
has its maximum value in the centre. of fhe tape. The remaining
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Fig.4a. Fig. 4b. :
Longitudinal component of the induction in a tape of permèability
!t:4: a. tape fieè in space.r. :.n: on. one side (y:'q) in''contact

with the head.
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I W. K.'Westmijze

magnet)zation is therefore concentrated near the surface of the
tape. ln ßg.4a the resulú of the calculation is shown for seve-

ral values of 4 , ^rrd. 
for a tape with a relative permeability

1
p: 4.'When the tape is broughÉ into contacÉ with the soft-magne-
tic material of úhe reproducing head, this forms a magnetic
short-circuit which decreases the demagnetizi.ng field. The resul-
fant magnetization for this case is shown in fig. 4b.

5. Reprodt ction.
'When a rnagnetized tape passes the reproducing head, pett

of the lines of force leaving the tape find their way fhrough
the core of the head (fig.5). The non-magnetic gap Éakes care
that these lines of force pass through the reproducing coil, in-
troducing in the latfer a voltage that is proportional to the
rafe of change of the flu*.

Fig.5.
Reprodtcing head rvith screening (A) in contact with
magnetized tape (B). The lines of force are indicatecl

schemalically.

Three cases can be distinguished:
l. the wavelength is of thè same order of magnifude as

the gap-length.
'2. the wavelength is large compared to the gap-length

but small compared with the dimensions of the head,
3. the wavelength is of the same order as the dimensions

of the head.
The second case is the most simple one. If is seen from fig.

5 that, provided the tape is in contacú with fhe head, alllines
of force in the tape close through the core, and the reproduced

I
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The fundamentals of magnetic recording g

flux equals the flux in the cross secfion of the tape just above
the gap. If the tape is not in close contact with the head, part
of the lines of force will be lost in the space between tape and
head, and at the opposite side of the tape. This effect will'be
the more serious the shorter the wavelength, and it can be
calculated [3] that the loss owing to this effecÉ may be expres-
sedas 55 al[dB, where øis the spacing between head and tape.'When the wavelength is of the same order as the gaplength,

üz part of the lines of force will
close in the gap, without tra-
versing the coil of the head
(fig. 6). The fraction traver-
sing the coil is to a first appro-

ximation given by "t""..!^ Hl.n/l)' L J

The volfage on the repro-
ducing coil is proportional to
rhe frequen ", t (:i)""a ,r,"

o

Fig.6.

o

Induction lines in the case that the .output voltage 'will be pro-
wavelength .1 is comparable with the , 7)

. lensth I .f À" ;;; portional to 1 sin n tl), ' This
means that a úape recorded

with a constanf flux-amplitude will give rise to a sinusoidal
response curve. A more rigid calculaúion [5] shows that the succes-
sive maxima of the response curve are not of equal height, but
rise z dB/octave, and that fhe first zero occurs at l:o,881
$g7). This result is in accordance with measurements [6], and
is the basis for the calibration of the recorded flux,

For long wavelength the head is too small to pick up in its
entiref¡r the flux leaving the tape. This is aggravated by the
shielding fhat has to be present in order to eliminate hum pickup.
Only the lines of force leaving the tape over a length equal to fhe
head-length L are picked up and fhe reproduced flux can be esti-
mated to be proportional to

I

I

i

Li2

TI I '""("'!-f)'" - 1"""(' "T)'1 :
-Ll. o

. 2nÍ^/ nL\:2srn-, 
\I-cos-À)
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------*
Fis.7l

Calculated resPonse curve for short rvavelengths'

Fig. 8 shows that the experimental result is in reasonable agree-
ment wiÉh this rough approximation, minima occurring for
L
1: ''4

25W no

I
i
I
I

I
t'1,
i

it
ã,

1

o

are

2

Fig. B

Measured response curve for long wavelengths

6. Distortiutt.

, and maxima for L : t,3.... The undulations'1
damped because úhe transifions aÉ the edges are not as sharp
as was supposed in the calculation.

It is seen from the formula that for very long wavelenghts

the reproduced flux is proportional to (!:\' '\¿/
/v=Ot6 nlsæl\L=2ínn / o

ø,6
Itz

I
4

0 q5 5f/0æ* L/a

w(+l/3

I ê L LI l
--=

I

I

Having now considered the fundamental processes separately
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The fundamentals of magnetic recording 1l

we will review the predominant properties of the system as a
whole.

Distortion, or non-linearity between output and inputsignal,
occurs in particular in the recording, and we have pointed
out the method tct eliminate it. It should be borne in mind,
however, that iÉ is difficult to arrive at a suflìcient biasing
fieldsfrength deeper in the tape, since the stray field of the
gap decreases rapidly wiÉh distance. Therefore some degree
of disÉortion for the deeper layers of the tape cannot always
be avoided.

The demagnefizing field in the tape can also introduce dis-
tortion. To show this we refer to
fig.9. The magnetization gives rise
to a demagnetizing fìeid that is
proporúional to úhe magnetization,
and that can be represenfed there-
fore by line I or II, depending on
whether a longer or a shorter
wavelength rvas recorded. In the
first case a magnetization R' will
be brought down to R" on the
reversible branch by the demagne-
tizing field. In fhe second case,
however, the magnefization is
brought down fo the point D" on
the irreversible branch and when
passing over the reproducing head,
will not return to R', but to R".
This means that for larger signalso the plaks are flatfened

It will be clear that the lower the coercive force of the
tape the sooner this disfortion occurs' For fhe recording of
short wavelengths a high coercive force is desired'

7. Þ'requatc.t rcs?ol¿s¿'

'fhe losses in a recording system may be divided inÉo two
categories. In the first place those that are a direcÉ consequence
of frequency, e.g. eddy current losses. More imporfant for the
magnetic recording are the losses for which the wavelength, or
fhe ratio frequenc¡r over tape speed, is a measure'

For long wavelengths it is only the reproducing head thaÉ

I

r

' Fig.9
Magnetization curve with de-
magnetization-line for a longer
(I) and a shorter(lI) wavelength.
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seús a limit to the reproduction. Irr the case of short wavelengths
however, wavelength-dependent losses occur in all three phases
of the process. The losses at the recording side, introduced
by the finite area over which the recording takes place, belong
to this category. So do the losses caused by the facÉ that the
audio signal changes during úhe actual recording.

The demagnetizing field in the tape is only dependent on
wavelength. The losses caused by this demagnetizing freld are
the more serious the higher the permeability of the tape, since
the change in induction caused by equal fields is higher in the
case of a high permeability. For the reproduction of shorÉ
wavelengths a low reversible permeabilify is desired.

At the reproducing side, as we have seen, the finite gap-length,
and a spacing between tape and head, introduce losses. The
spacing befween tape and head can be caused by rough sur-
face of fhe tape, or dirt on the head, e.g. from material abraded
from the tape.

The losses caused b¡' Éhe factors mentioned above can, aú a,

given tape speed, be partly restored by correcting networks in
recording and reproducing ampliÊers. The possibilities are, however,
limited. On the recording side because of overload of the tape,
and on the reproducing side by noise. In normal practice wave-
lengths are recorded down to abouú ro ¡r.

8. Noise

Like every recording system, the magnetic too is afflicúed
wifh inherent noise. In the fìrst place recording-; bias- and
reproducing-amplifier must be free of noise. Difficult though
this task may be in practice, it is not of a fundamental nature.

The fundamenÉal noise is that generated by the grainy structure
of the magnetic material. Fig 10 shows an electron-microscopic
phofograph of the particles y f;e. O, making up a coafing. The
size of these particles is about o,5 X o, r ¡t, At a tape speed
of o,76 m/sec, about to'" particles a second pass the head. A
rough estimation of the noise in a bandwidth of ro4 Hz shows
that this i. i i"d or 8o dB below saturation level, corresponding
t-o about Zo dB below maximum signal level. This is, in effecf,
the order of magnitude of the noise measured on a demagnefi-
zed tape.

If the tape is magnetized fhe noise appears to be much higher.

o
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The fundamentals of magnefic recording 13

Since the rise of fhe noise is súrictly relaúed to the presence
of a modulation, it is called ,,modulaÉion noise".

The origin of this noise is a fluctuation of the sensitivity of
the fape, caused for instance by an iregular distribution of
the magnetic particles, or by thickness-variations of fhe coating.
A flucúuation of 70f o in the number of magnefized parúicles

Fi8, 10.
Electron-microscopic phoiograph of iron oxyde particles of a magnetic tape

passing úhe head will give rise to a modulafion noise of 4o dB
belolv signal, which corresponds fo the figure measured in prac-
úice. For normal noise such a figure would be intolerable, but
in the case of modulation noise we meet the fortunate circum-
súance that the noise is partly masked by the signal. Care
must be faken, therefore, that an infra- or ultra-acoustical
signal is noú recorded, e.g'. a d.c. signal or úhe h.f. bias, In
this case a noise would be generated thaú is not masked by
an audible signal, and would therefore be very úroublesome in
silent passages of the recording.

9. Print-efect.

It was feared at firsú that if a magnetic recording were stored
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for a considerable time, something might be lost of the recor-
d.ed magne tization' This fear, however, has not been confirmed'
p"ovid"ã that the tape is not exposed to strong magnetic fields,'

. More serious is ihaÉ, on the contrary, something is added
fo the recording on a stored reel, namely a weak copy of the
magnetization stored on fhe next layer of the reel' This is
bro-ught about by the weak field originaÚing in this layer, which'
alÉhough much weaker than the coer-cive force, on the long run
is.capable of effecting a remanent magnetization'

At a $iven induction B. i.t a layer the field at a distance
A in the adjacent layer may be calculated as

ntl B" ^2n[l]'
p"H:

As a function of the wavelength ,i this freld has a maximum
value for )t: 2 n A. For a tape'thickness A : 55 lt, and a tape
speed of o.76 m/sec this corresponds to a frequency -f : 23oo }ìz"
Th" "o"""rponding fieldstréngth in case that B": SoGauss' is
about ! Oersted.

tt

t0 2 5t002 5t0æ2+t 5 lûffisec

l'ig. I I
Measured printed flux as a function of the duration

of the influence.

Even with a coercive force of the tape or z5o oersted thiô
ûeld gives rise úo a magnetiz¿rtion that increases logarithmical-
ly *iih time (frg.11). The explanaúion for this þrint-effect must
be that in magnetic domains where the local coercive force is
small, the direcúion of magnetization is changed under the com-
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The fundamentals of magnetic recording 15

bined action of the small disturbing field, and the thermal agi-
tation. \

This printing is specially froublesome when during a silent
passage it gives a pre-echo of a fortissimo that is to follow.
Most modern fapes, however, have a prinú-effect not exceeding

55 dB as compared to úhe printing signal. 
,

o' o
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Mechanical aspects of magnetic'recorder design

by G. P. Bakos * )

Lccture clelivered for the Nederlands Radiogenootschap and the Geluidstichting
on 17th June 1955.

SUMMARY

'fhe qualiiy o1' magnetic recording is determined to zr great e.rtent by
clectro-rnechanical design of the tape-drive mechanisrn. The task of this
nrechanisrn is to make the tape run with a constant speed and in iniimatc
contact with thc magnetic hcads.

It depends .on the constructional deiails horv far this task is I'ulfilled.
This article deals with the vàrious factors which have to bc taken into
account rvhen designing magnetic recorders,

lt¿tt'oduction.

'l'he lìrst proposals as regards the application of magnetism
fror sound recording were nade last century[1]. The first u'or-
king rnodel rvas desrgn"{ b¡' the Danish physicist Valclenìar
Poulsen [2] ; his "Telegraphon" rvas one of the sensations at
the Worlcl Exhibition in Paris in 1900 where if won the "Grand
Prix". 'I'he construction of this fìrst magnetic recorder showed
rnuch resemblance with the "Phonograph" of Edison; if consis-
ted of a c¡'li¡1d". rotating with consúant speed, and with steel
rvire spiralized rouncL its peripher¡.. The magnetic head res{'ed
on fhe rvire and was guidecl b¡' it. The linear speed of Éhe

wire was abouf 8o in./s (z m/s), and the recorded frequency range
rvas about' zooo c,/s.

In spite of ifs inifial successes in Germany ancl in the U.S.A.,
the "Telegraphon" coul<l not compefe wiih the mechanical souncl-
recording methods; it was not until the problem of electronic
amplificaÉion had been solved that the clevelopment was taken
up again.

During and after the first world war, the Unifed States
Navy did some research work on magnetic recording and in
1921, A.C.-biasing was already being used [5]. Curiously enough,

1 Nl/. Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken, Eindhoven, Netherlands.
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it was not until 20 ¡'ears l¿rter that A.C'-biasing ent'eretl into
industry, thereb¡'sfarÉiùg fhe development of magnetic recorders
in their present forrn.

Betwee¡r fhe trvo rvorld rvars, Gertnarr tlesigners rvolkctl in-
tensivel¡' on the improvement ¿rnd further clevelopme,,t of re-
corders using magnetic steel-r'r'ire, steel-tape and lafer also plas-
tic-tape. The invention of the ring-shapecì magnetic head [-{] and
the developmenf of rnagnefic tape on plastic base [5] rvere im-
portant mile stones. In conjuncfion u'ith eflìcieni-ly constructed
tape-drive rnechanistns, the¡' en¿rbled the firsf comrnercial lape-
recorder to be demonstrat'ed ät the Berlin Raclio Show in 1935.
'fhis "Magnetophon" alread.y ¡tossessed ¡nost of the featui'et ûñ
of modern tape recorders, wifh the exception of A.C.-biasing
rvhich, rvhen it rvas introducecì in 1940 16], so improved the'
quality of rnagnefic recording that it henceforth surpassed b¡'
far all other sound-recording systems.

The recor¿Iittg tuctliunt.

I)ecisive for the consfruclion of tnagnetic recorders are in
the first place the physical properties of the recording nredium.
The steel rvire ancl sfeel tape usecl in the beginning were sootì
supersedecl b-r' plastic t:rpe, although 'rvire recorclers ¿rre still
used for some special purposes.

'lhe t l4 in. magnetic t:rpe rnostl¡' usccl norv;rda-r's consists of ¿r

base of poþvin-r'lchloricle, cellulose acetati or pol¡'esters, 20-5o lirrl
thiclr and coated s'ith iron oxide (y - -ïc, 0.r). 'Ihe thicliness of
the different makes of coatecl magnetic t-ape varies betrveen 3o
and 6o¡rm and their strength, elongation and ease of hanclling
vary accordingl¡'. The fir'st task oÊ the clriving mcchanisrl of
rnagnetic recorclers is to ensure t-hat all kincls of t:rPe rvill run
smoothl¡, ancl reliabl.f in the nrachine rvithout mechanic¿rl clefor-
rnaf iot-1.

):ù

'/'tt/tt 5¡rr,¡

l['he design of the tape-cìrive mechauisur cle¡;en.ls largel¡' on
the adopted tape speed' Five speeds have been stanclardizecl
internationally: 30, 15, 7+, 3.31+ or r.718 in.ls. (fO'z - 38.I -
I9.o5 - g.53 - 4.76cnf s), each fape speed being half fhe fore-
going.- Tlie speeds of 3o and I g in./s are used exclusively in profes-
sional rçcorders ; 7þin.ls is used 4s a SeÇondary Standard, in
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the professional fìeld as well as in semi-professional and in
high-quality home recorders. At presenú, the speeds of 3'3/4 and
t.7f8 in.f sec. are intended qspecially for normal home recorders.

This relatively large number of tape speeds soon created a
demand for multi-speed recorders. Nowadays, mosú professio-
nal recorders are made for tape speeds of 3o and r ! in./s or
of t5 and Tlin.fs; non-professional recorders for two or even
three tape speeds. In professional recorders, the speed is chan'
ged elecÉrically by'switching the number of poles of the driving
motor; in home recorders it is gener4lly changed by mechanical,
means.

Tapc traruslort

However different the constructions of the various Éape-drive
mechanisms may be, they all aim primarily at making the' recording
medium run with constant speed and in intimate confact with
the magneúic heads. The fape-drive mechanism also has to,ful-
fil quite a number of secondary but no less importanf demands,
e.g.: simple and easy operafion, correct winding of the tape
on the take-up spool, instanfaneous stopping without'excessive
stress on the tape or formation of loops, facility of rapid winfling
and rewinding, simple locaÚion of a given Passage on the tape
with the aid of a programme indicafor, eÉc.

To satisf.y these demands, the basic professional design (fig. 1)
uses úhree motors: Éhe driving, fhe supply and the fake-off
motors,

During operation, the rubber pressure roller 8) is pressed against
the capstan 7) by which it is driven; fhe rubber roller in its
turn drives the tape by means of the fricúion existing between
roller and Éape, this friction being much lar:ger than that be-
tween capsúan and tape. Essentially fhus, the tape speed is
determined by úhe speed of the capstan' The supply spool 1)
is fixed to the shaft of the supply motor which ,is circuifed in
such a way that it exerts on the fape a force opposite to the
direction of tape travel (arrow in fig.1)' This force gives the
tape the necessary tension úo keep it well in confacÉ with the
erasing,, recording and playback heads 3) 5) 6). It will be obvious
.that to avoid slip, this force must be small with respect fo
fhat exerfed by the capstan/pressure-roller assembly.

The take-up motor supplies the torque necessary for winding
the tape correctly on fhe take-up spool 11), which is fixed to

o
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the shaft of its motor' A programme indicator (time or footage
counter) 10) is coupled with the right-hand guide. roller' (9)

During rapid winding in either direction' the rubber pressure
roller ;. tift"¿ from the capstan (see doÉted line in frg''l)' so

that the tape runs . 
free from both' At the same time a pre-

defermined overvoltage is applied to either the supply or the

take-up motor, depending on the direction in which the tape
has to run, thus increasing the torque of the motor in question
and hence the tensile force on 6he fape' By means of'a circuit
to be described later on, it is possible to adjust both the speed

and direction of rapid winding with only- one control' A tape
lifter 4) enables the tape to be lifted from the magnetic heads

Fig' 1'
Tape transPort.

1. Supply spool. 2. Guide roller' 5' Erase head' 4' Tape lifter'
5. R".o"ding h""d. 6. Play-back head' Z' Capstan' 8' Rubber
pressure roll"". 9. Guide roller. 10' Time indicator' 'l 1' Take-up spool'

during rapid winding, so as to minimize wear of the heads and
¡

also of the tape.
Nowadays, most prgfessional and some semi-professional mag-

netic recorders are equipped with this three-motor tape-drive
system, In lower-priced home recorders, only one motor is used;
iã ,rot only drives the capstan but - via a mechanical link -
it also "oppli"" the required energy for take-up and rapid winding'
These recorders o.,r.lly have only one magnetic head for boÚh

recording and play-back and a common recording and play-back
amplifier.

frì
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Thè considerable number of moving parÉs in rbagnetic recor:
ders and the physical properties of the tape - which, because
of its elasticity, is subject to length variaúions - make con'
sfancy of tape speed a leading, all-important problem of the
mechanical design.

Variations in the speed with which the recording medium
passès over Éhe recording and the playback heads will result
in undesired frequency variations during playback' These fre-
quency variations can be cyclic if they are causèd, for example,
by the eccentricity of rotating parts, or complex if the tape is
subjecú fo varying elongation, e'g. due to unequal fensile force.

The physical magnitudes of speed i'e. frequency variaÉions,
are expressed in the rms or peak-to-peak deviatiop of either
the speed or the frequency. When the tape speed z is subjecÉ
Éo variations A zr, then the percentage of speed or frequency
deviation is: 

^ IAu Lf
V : 1-: Iooo/o -'--! tooolo

When the speed variation is caused by the eccenfricity ø of
the capstan with the radius t', then the peak-to-peak deviation
(fis. 2) is:

,:A-Arooo/o : 2e tooolo,,UT
From this equation it can

be seen that for a given ec-
centricity the peak-to-peak
deviation increases as the
diameter of the capstan
decreases. Consequently, -
although as will be explained
later on, a capstan with a

. Fig.2. smäll diameter offers con-
Capstan drive. structional advantages

the diameter-cannot be rp-
duced at will, this reduction being limited by the admissible
variations of speed and by the precision which can be achieved
in the manufacfure of the capstan.

W'hen the speed variation is caused by variations in the
elongation of the úape due to a non-consfant tensile foree Z
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and if this force Z varies sinusoidalþ with an ampli.tud'e ø2"
(Zo : constant part of the tensile force), then Z : Z" (t * ø sin
ar r) (fig. 2) and the magnitude of the peak-to-peak deviation is:

v - L= tooof o :.6:1000/0,
' a aqL 

read,in which Z is the dist¿nce beÚrveen the capstan and the I
z the rated tape speed , q the cross-section and E the modulus
of elasticity of the taPe.

From this equation it will be seen that the magnitude of the
variation of speed is proportional to the distance between cap-
sÉan and magnetic head and inversely proportional fo the rated
speed and the cross-section and modulus of elasticity of the tape.
Corr."qo".rtly, the aim when designing magnetic recorders should
be to make the disfance between playback head and capsÉan
as small as possible, whilsf it should be taken into account
thaÉ lower .p""d, and thin tape make the speed variafions in-
crease,

As regards the frequency of the speed variations, a distinc-
tion is made between "drift", "\üo'w" and "flutter"'

The term "drift" is normally used for slow deviations of speed
which may be undirecúional or which, if cyclic, occur at fre-
quencies below about o.I c¡rcles per second'

The ferm "rvow" is normally used to refer to undesired va-
riations of speed and frequency which can be recognized as
changes of pitch,'i.e. those occurring at frequencies below about
ro cycles per second. L

. The term ,,flutter" is normally used to refer to variations
that are too high to be recognized as change of pitch, i'e' above
about ro-2o cycles per second.

Whilst "drift" tb a value of t z,f o is not annoying to per-
sons with normal hearing,, "wow' and flutter" have - d-epen-
ding on úhe frequency at which iú occurs - a more or less

annoying psyclological effecf- Generally speaking, a percentage
of "wow and flutter" ' up to a peak-to-peak value of I0/o is
tolerable; from o.r0/o downwards the effect is imperceptible.
However, this is only a rough approximation, since the frequen-
,cy at which ,,wow and flutÉer" occur largely deÉermines úhe

extent of percePtibilitY.
For professional magnetic recorders, a "dtift' of I o,z0f oand

"\ryow andflutter" of o,zof o peak-to-peak are considered as ad-
missible; for home recorders these values are - depending on the 

,

f)r
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o

quality class - max. -f zofo for "drifú" and upto r0/o peak-to-
peak for ,,\ryow and flutfer".

In úhis connection it should be remarked that, due to the
lack of standardization of the measuring methods, the values
for "wow and flutter" as published by fhe manufacturers are
not always comparable.

' ,orstan drire.

One of the most imporfanÉ facúors in obtaining uniformity
of tape motion is the design of the capstan drive, which is
used almost universally in magnetic recorders. The relatively
high speed of úhe capstan makes for a relaÉively great energy
storage in the flywheel, which is normally atfached rigidly to
the capstan. The rubber pressure roller which normally is sub-
stantially wider than the tape, is a fairly simple means of frans-
mitting the motion of fhe capstan to the tape. If willbe obvious thaú
the uniform angular velocity of fhe capstan and - as explained
above its ecce¡rtricity, Iargeþ determines the constancy of
the tape speed. The moment of inertia and the speed of the
capsúan/flywheel unit are eminent design factors; they depend
on the adopted fape speed, the diameter of the capstan, the
bearing, the admissible weight and the required starting time.
'fhe lorver the tape speed, and the smaller the chosen diameter
of the capstan¡ fhe more diflìcult it is to maintain the toleran-
ces of "wow and llutfer".

The rubber pressure roller is required to run tightly on its
axle and also to be reasonable free of eccentricity, otherwise
tìre capstan would be loaded too heavily or unequally' As the
rubber surface of the roller is deformed by the pressure wifh
which it bears against the capstan the surface èpeed of the
rubber changes at the place "ohere the roller is in contact with
the capstan. This "creepage" of the rubber affects to some extent
fhe speed of the tape and may cause drifú. The harder the
rubber, the slighter this effecl. will be, but the smaller will
also be fhe friction between capstan and rubber, resulfing in
an increased risk of slip. The hardness and the friction coeflì-
cient of the rubber, as well as fhe pressure between capstan
and roller, have therefore to be matched and adapted to the
tensile and fake-up forces provided for in fhe general design.
Moreover, it should be kept in mincL that lhe tape should con-
tacf the capstan before it contacts the rubber surface of the
roller.

o
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In professional recorders of modern design the driving moto¡:,
the capstan flywheel unif, the solenoid-operated rubber Pressure
roller and the solenoid-operated stop brake are assembled to
one unit (fiS. 3). The driving motor ma¡' be either a synchro-

ú;-)'

l")tù

Fig. 3'
Capstan drive assembl¡'.

1. Synchronous motor. 2' Flywheel with flexible coup-

ling. 3. Capstan. 4. R.bber pressttre roller' 5' Sole-

noid actuating the rubber pressure roller' 6' Solenoid
actuating thc flyw'heel stop-brake'

nous induction or a hysteresis type, both rvith two interchan,
geable speeds' This motor drives the capstan/fìywheel unif via
ã fl"*ibl" coupling. The mass of the fl¡'wheel, together with the
compliance of th" coupling, constitutes a mechanical filter which

"ff""ti.r"ly filters out any irregularities in the angular velocity
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of the synchronous moÉor. For tape speeds of 3o and I ! in'/s'
fhe motor speed is mostly I5oo and 75o r'p'm' respectivelyand
the diameter of the capstan about 9,7 mm with a maximum ad-
missible eccentricity of o.oot 5 mm'

Non-professional recorders often employ the motor shaft it-
self as a capstan or the capstan/flywheel unit is driven by an
asynchronous induction motor via a rubber.covered idler or
plastic belt.

Tay'e stQfþ'

The mosú' convenient method of mainÉaining the necessary
tenSion in the recording rnedium is to use a consÉant-torque
suppl¡' motor. A torque rnotor is an¡ motor with a maximum
torque at standstill, and the type mostly used is an A'C' in-
duction motor with a three-phase sÉator and a high-resistance
rotor. This type of motor can also be fed by a single-phase
source, the necessary phase shift being introduced by a capa-
citor.

'When a torque suppl¡' rnotor is used, the result is not only
a smooth drag, but also a convenient high-speed drive lor fasÚ

winding. A drarvback arising from the constant forque is that
the drag force increases as the diamefer of the tape reel de-
creases. As long as this d.ag forcó is small with respect to
the force exercized by the capstan, this effect is not trouble-
some. 'W'hen, for any reason, a constant tape tension is requi-
red, i.e. when it is not permissible for the clrag force fo alter
along rvith the diarneter of the reel, an additional variable
torque has to be applied to provide for the necessar)¡ hyper-
bolic speed-torque curve.

Alternative mefhods of obÉaining the necessary tape fensiorl

- used chiefly in the non-professional field .- are Éhe use of
mechanical friction brakes on the supply reel or of pressure
pads somewhere in the tape path between supply reel and
magnetic-head assembly. Slipping belt drives or eddy-current
magnetid clutches are also used for this purpose.

'Whatever the adopted tape-fensioning system may be, it is
chiefl-v the drag force and the design oÊ the capstan drive thaÉ
determine the extent of "wow and flutfer" for the reasons ex-
plained above,
. Rotating 

'elements in the path between supply reel and cap-
stan must run smoothl¡' and be free of any appreciable eccen-

o
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tricity; the natural resonance of resilient pressure pads must

be adequatelY damPed

Con'tøct betweett ltead an'd taPc'

Besides tape-speed control' the contact between tape and

magnetic heads i* th" principal aim of magnetic-re"o-"d:: design'

It has been found th"t ,p""ing loss in the reproduction of a
recorded rvave length /, ""r, b. "*pt"""d by the empirical equa-

tion: 
d

sPacing loss : 55 ;decibels

when there is a distance / between the playback head and

the magnetic medium'
'fhis equation shows that the spacing loss depends on the

wavelength and that this effect has to be taken into account

especially at the "ho"t"twavelenghts' 
i'e' the higher frequencies'

For a.recorded. wavelength of ro¡rm, for example .- easily

obtainable r.ith record""t"of good design - a spacing of only

I y'¿m causes a loss oÊ about 6 dB'
When th" t"n.ion in the tape is Z (fls' 2) and -the angle of

incidence (i.e' the t"gi" "t *ttit' the tape approaches'the head)

is ø, the force with.,Jfri"tt the tapei.p,rshed againsf the headis
"P - Zsinu-.

Because of the relatively high tape speed .- and- subsequent

relatively to.tg **""l""gths - 
-of ptof"ssional recorders' a drag

force of about Ioo g"I*s, applied at a rather small angle' is

sufficient for obtaining a good contact'"-î;; ;*.i1"" th" ;;;" ti""d (i'e' the shorter the waveleûsfh)

and the stiffer ti" t"p" - the larger has to be the drag

force for providing the adequaÉe contact'
To avoid sobsJqu""t high stress on the tape at lowe-r tape

speeds, light presio*" p"ãt are often used at the head gaps'

ÉJ, i"";"r"- tht *""'" of the heads and introduce !o sole
extent maintenance diflìculties because of tape'deposiú' but the

improvement in performance will often be decisive'

Tal¡eaQ desigtt'

The design considerations for tape take-up are similar to those

for tape supply, .ttho"gh short variations of the take-up tension

affect the "wow tt'a Rîtt""" much less than variations in the

supply tension.

fì

tÌ,
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Normally, professional recorders are equipped with a sepa-
rate take-up motor of the same or similar construction as the
supply motor. This has the advantage fhaL the motor can be
used also for fast winding. 'w---hen it is a constant-torque motor,
the tape tension varies in accordance with the diameÉer of fhe
reel. If this tension is small with respect to the retaining force
exerted by the capstan/presSure'roller assembly, and if the cap-
stan is driven by a synchr/onous motor, then if is, as, a rule,
permissible for the tape tension to alter along with the diameter
of the reel. However, when constan.t tape tension is, for some
reason, indispensaþle, the speed-torque curves of the mofor have
to be corrected as described for the supply mof,or'

For non-professional recorders where a common inducfion
motor is used to supply energy to both the capstan and take-
up spool, it is necessary to add a constant-torque mechanical
take-up clutch so as to avoid a variable load on the motor, the
power consumpÉion of such a clutch being constant and inde'
pendent c,f the slip. For a'/ in. reel, the tape tension then
varies b¡r approximately J : I.

B ¡'o hcs.

The 'taslc of fhe brakes is to stop the l-ape in the shortest
possible time and without excessive stress during recording,
pla¡'back and rapid .winding, and to block the spools against
rotation during standstiil.'For low-speed recorders, this task is not diflìcult to fulÊl;
for piofessional recorders, horvêver, which have a higher speed,
spools of considerable mass and a higher winding speed (9o
sec for 33oo ft : Iooo m of tape), special attention has to be
paid to the construction of the brakes. The braking elements
commonl¡, used are feltlined strips, oi cushions, coupled either
direcf or indirect with the supply and take-up sysfems. Impor-
tant for stopping is that the hold-baclt spool be braked more
porverfully than the take-up spool, so as to avoid the forma-
iion of loops.

This is achieved b¡' employi¡rg opposite-action brakes for the
supply and Éal<e-up syste.m (fìS,a). 'When the braking wheels
(1) rotaúe in anti-clockwise direction, the braking force is :

on the left-hand brake : Z, - Z" (ePo - r) ,

on. the right-hand brake i Z. : Z" (r - '- " 
o) 

,



Fis.4.
Braking system of tape supply and

take-up in prolèssional recorders.
1. Braking wheel. 2. Bral<ing strip.

5. Spring. 1. Lilting solenoid.
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in rvhich Z" is the fensile force
of the spring, c the angle over
rvhich the braking strips lie
on the braking wheel and ¡r.

the friction coefficient between
brakestrip and braking wheel.
Because of the difference be-
tween the braking fotces Z,
anà 2", the leff-hand reel is
braked more powerfully than
the right-hand one and the
tape is stopped under tension'

'When the tape runs in the inverse direction, t-he right-hand
spool is braked rnore powerfully than the leff-hand one and
thus the effect is reversed automafically.

The most convenient rnethod of operating fhe brakes is by
means of solenoids (fig.'l). Thereb.y the braking strips, which
during standstill are pushed against the brake rvheels by means
of the sprir.rg, are releasecl against the force oÊ the spring by
means of the soienoicl as soon as fhe recorcler is started. This
s.ystem has the furfher advantage that, should the mains vol-
tage fail, the tape spools are braked autornatically, and that
the brakes can also be released whilsf the recorder stancls still,
by operating the solenoids separatel.)'. 'fhis is verv convenient
for editing purposes.

'W'hen solenoids are used, even r.vhen direcÉ current is ap-
plied fbr actuating the solenoids, special measures have to be
taken to screen the magnetic head, against their utagietic stray
fielrl, because a r,veak consfant fielcl will cause an appreciable
incrernent of the noise in the recording.

Ilopid zuitr.ding ottrl rczuittt{i tt'3'

A requirement of both professional and non-professional re-
corders is that the t'ape should be capable of rapid winding
in either direction. With the three-motor tape-transporf system
this is achieved rvith fhe aicl of the supply and fake-up rnotors.
'When induction moúors are used for supply and take-up, an
increased voltage is applied via a common series resistor (fiS. 5)'
'When the sliding contact of the resistor is in its centre posi-
tion, the same voltage is applied to both rnotors and they have
the same torque. When the sliding confact is shiffed to the

dr)
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right or to the left, an over-
voltage is applied to the
corresponding motor and
its torque increases accor-
dingly. Thus rapid'',vinding
in bofh directions and with
adjustable speed is achie-
ved rvith onl¡' ott" control'

Wiih mechanical supPl¡'
and take-up s¡'stems, the'

F ig. 5. spool concerned is given an

I circ'lrit-r''i.î::iÌ:î1"J,1:"0''"'"" :ï::î::i lT"î1'li, äi':;
af; the same time the other

spool is brakecì slightì¡,. with fhis s¡.stem, fhe $'inding speecl

ii ,, ., rule, nof adjustable, but rnost recorders rvith this bra-
king system are so designed f-hat a full reel of fape is rvound
or rewouncl in max' 2-J min.

Ofcratton attr{ tttoittl¿'t¿(tt¿ce.

o

Simple operation is of the utmosf importance for magnetic

"""o"d""r. Push-buftons are preferred both in the professional
and in the non-professional field. Modern studio recorders are
operated fully electricall¡' rvith the aid of rela¡,.s ancl can be
remofely controlled (fis.6). Reliability and minimurn oÊ rnainte-
nance require "field tested" cons(rucfions'

The methocl of bearing ol rotating parts and rnaintenance
of the bearings call for the special at-tention of the designer.
Wifh a view to eas-r' maintenance, ball-bearings are most fa-
vourable, but the-r' are nois.v and not accurate enough, unless
they are of the highprecision {¡.pe and mounted rvith the utmost
care. Because of their inherent noise, it is not advisable to use

ball-bearings for parts rotating with a speecl of more than
I5oo r.p.m. ; fhese parts run mostly on sintered oilite bearings'
Home recorders are equipped exclusivel¡' rvith these bearings
r.vhich - drg to their self lubrication '- have favourable run-
ning properties.

po" tlt" choice of the mosú adequate lubricants, it should be'

borne in rnind that magnetic recorders are used at greatl¡' di-
vergent temperatures and therefore onl-v those lubricants enfer
into consideration whose viscosit¡' is as liftle as possible affec-
ted by ambient temperature.
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Fig. 6

-lape decl. ol' a trvo-speecl magnetic recoldet' tbr prol'essional use'

i ll l

Fig.7
Play-back head, mechanical assembl¡' (right) and completely embedded (left)
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Well designed recorders are expected to operate at least 5oo
hours without requiring maintenance.

Magnetrc h¿ods.

Erasing heads of modern construction are built up of ferrox-
cube pole pieces; they have one or two gaps each with a length
of Ioo-3oo ¡.rm. These erasing heads have much lower eddy-
current losses t.han those of mu-metal and their rvear-resistance
is much higher. Because of the relatively long gaps, the design
and manufacture give no difficulties.

The recording and the playback head, with a gap length oÊ 5-lo
,øm, have, as a rule, laminated pole pieces of high-permeability,
low-remanence materials'such a.s Permallc.y or mu-metal. These
metals have to be annealed and laminated carefully, in order
to achieve and to maintain the requirêd magnetic properties.

From the mulÉitude of constructions, one playback head lvill
be described as an example for obtaining maximurn precision
with a minimum of parts.

The head (fig.7) is buiit up of trvo identical pole pieces, each
provided with a coil; the coils are circqited in such a lvay
that the generated volúages are series-additive for the magne-
fic field across the gap, but phase opposing for external mag-
netic fields. Because of fhese properties and of their geometric
symmeúry, pick-up of hum by the head is reduced to a mini-
mum. The surfaces of mutual contact on the'pole pieces are
lapped with optical precision and a spacer of non-n¡agnefic
material is inserúed between them. The spacer - mostly of
beryllium-copper or another wear-resisfant maúerial - prevents
the accumulation of dirt or mefal particles in the gap and al-
lows narror¡i manufacturing tolerances fo be maintained in fhe
length of úhe gaps. In professional recorders, the maximum ad-
missible folerance in self-inductance of the head is 50'6, and as
the tolerances of self induction are approximafely proportional
'to those of fhe gap length, a gap with a rated length of for
example 7¡r.m should have a tolerance of about o.r ¡;m while
oúher parÉs, such as coils and the permeability of the pole pieces
are also subject to tolerances!

A convenient method of proúecting the head is to embed it
in a suitable epoxy resin and let only thaÉ part of the pole
pieces proúrude over which fhe tape runs. This part is lapped
after the resin has hardened. Nuts or other lìxing parts of fhe
head can also be embedded in the resin.
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In order to avoid static charges forming on the tape' the
pole pieces musf be "a""Èrrlly earthed' Measures must be faken
io "o*p"rr.ate for differences in the thermal-expansion coefficients
of the pole.pieces and the resin'

: Et¡tiipment for itort-staradard tnagr'tetic'tapes'

'For special applications, other: tapes than the standardized
,tl4 jn. rlr" *"" used. As a ru[e, special recorders, which differ
from the conventional design, have been developed for this pur-

Fig. 8..

Dictating machine using an iíon-oxydé coated sheet as the recording medium'

pose. Some examples may illustrate this field which is steadily
extending.

For dictation machines, it has been found favourable to use

magnetic sheets of letter size' These sheets have the same thick-
,r".î ., tapes; in the dictation -aòhi"" (fis' 8) they are wound
or, . cylinder which iotates at constant speed' The end of
the sh"'et overlaps the beginning' The magnetic head' which is

used both for recording and for playback, lies against the cy'
linder and is moved with constanÚ speed parallel to the axis

of the cyhnd.er, thereby recording a helicoidal sound track on

o

,0,.'
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the sheet. The head can also be moved by hand for starting
rapidly from any desired ,,line".
: The linear spèed of the sheet is abouú t.7 l8 in.ls and the

qegistered frequency range extends to about 3ooo c/s. The sig-
nal-to-noise ratio for a track width of t mm is about 40 dB. '

Magnetic discs are also used for dictation purposes. In prin-

O

o
Fig.9.

Multichannel magnetic recorder using 16 mm tape as
the recording medium.

ciple, the recqrder resembles a record player, but rvifh a mag-
netic head instead of a pick-up. The magnetic head can be led
either by grooves in the disc or by means of the mechanism
itself. It wiII be evident that with this system, as in a record
player, the linear speed of recording is not constant.
.. .For multichannel recording, magnetic fape of non-standard
width is mostly used. One of the latesf designs (fiC. 9) employs
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r6 mm tape and. is suiÉable for recording simultaneously t 5 tracks,

"".i h*rring a widfh of o'7 mm and' each spacedo'35 mm apart'

Cross-talk between the tracks has to be better than -4o dB'

The tape speed' normally used is I '7/8 in'/sec and- the cap.a'city

of the t""L i. sufficient for uninterrupted recording'"1l..to t'
;;t;;. i"n" *r..trport is rather convèntional' The multichan-

nel magnetic heads (fig' 10/11)' however' with a gap length of

5 /¿¿m, present. sp""iàl p"nbl"*' as regards positioning of the

i*"kr,^ shielding and manufacturing tolerances'
In the cinema n"td, fuily irot o*yd" coated'or striped films

of-ã, 16, JJ or /o*"' *iáth are in use for sound recording

and reproduction. For these fìIms' mostly conventional methods

of propulsion a,re or"a, viz by means of sprockets' A special

p""ff"å is here the contact between film and head' because

iinema fiIms are much stiffer (thickness r !o pm) than tapes'

For some applications, magnetic coating is applied': tl,t peri- 
'

phery of " oot"ting rvheel J *"t*l or of another suitable ma-

i"ti.i. Such wheelJ t"" used, for example' as a magnefic, "me-

mory" in elêctronic computers and in machines for producing

arti{icial ""rr""b"""tit" ?n*' 12)' In these machines' the heads

are not in direct "ont""t *ittt ttt" magnetic medium; they are

ftr""d at a distance of a few plm from the wheel' This gua-
'..rr*"", a long life and constancy of the electrical parameters

of both coating and heads' Because of the disúance between

head and wheel, the magnetic medium must have a higher linear

.n""¿ for.recording or reproducing a given frequency range

than when fhere is a di"e"? contacL Moreover' eccentricity of

the whêel causes variations both in output and in frequency'

óo.,""no"rrtly, the wheel must satisfy very high. centricity de-

*"rrd"-"td sp"cial attention has to be paid to the thermal ex-

ptn.lo., of tli" s.Ystem' The wheeldiameúer'the number of r'p'm'

and the distance b"t*""t' head' and wheel have to be carefully

matched'

fD,¡

jn,t;

Probable ftr'tttre deaelopnzettt

There is a gradual tendency Éo consolidate the úape speeds

for conventionai sound recording and reproduction' Designers

are therefore concenfrating more on the reûnement of details' the

i*p"orr"*"rrt of qualiÉy t'id th" application of operational fea-

tures. Examples """ t ?h" development of ferroxcube recording

"J ni""U""X h".dt; two or thÀechannel recording for stereo-
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o
Fig. 10.

Magnctic-heatl :rssembly of' a 15-channcl rccordcr

o

ì .,¿ ^.l-,:.i*-- -

Fis. 1 1.

5-channel rnagnetic-head.
1, FIead cores. 2. Mu-metal shielding. 3. Pol¡'esther-resin

1. Fastening nuts.
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' Fig. 12.
Artifìcial-reverberation machine, using an iron-

oxide coated wheel as the recording medium.
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phony; separafe recording of high and low frequencies for the
reduction of intermodulation disúorÉion, and the incorporation
of professional .fe¡*.6ures in home iecorders.

In the field of video recording o¡r magnetic tape, many design
problems still await a practical solution. Increased úape speed,
highei demands on speed constancy and ferriÉe heads with gap
lengths in the order of I p¿m are only a few examples of the
multitude of difficulties which have to be overcome.

In industry, the automation of production is opening up an
entirely new field of application. Magnetic recording represents
a simple and flexible means of'recording and transmifting the
parameters for automatizing úhe operation of productionmachines
or other stages of manufacture. The development of aufomation
has just been sfarÉed, and if it comes to that, so has magne-
tic recording.
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Music-reproduction
,by R. Vermeulen * 

)

Lecture delivered for the Nederlands Radiogenootschap and the Geluidstichting
on 17th ltne 1955.

During the demonsúration at the meeting of fhe ,,Nederlands
Radio Genootschap" i. the auditorium of the Philips Theatre
in Eindhoven we took full advanfage of the unique opporúunity
to lef a large group of colleagues hear just those results of
our work that cannot be expressed in words, still less in print.
It is therefore diflìcult to render in this report the impression
that the music made on fhe listeners. We can do no more than
describe the experiments and hope that the.reader will judge
their results from the fact that they could be demonsfrafed
successfully. The principles can be found in other papers [1]
whereas a description of the apparatus used is not interesting
because it was assembled from parts that are on the market.
What we tried to prove is thaf at presenf the relevanú pro-
blem is not fo perfect the microphones, amplifiers, or even loud-
speakers buf to improve úhe ways in wich they are used.

'When the performance of a small band, consisting of piano,
clarinet or saxophone, accordeon, double bass and drum secúion
was followed immediafely by the reproduction of a magnetic
recording of the same music, I think that all present were
convinced that, although the difference was small, they were
quite able to distinguish the "recorded" from the "live" music.
In orderifo convince the listeners that this was really not so
easy, we had to eii-i.ruf" the visible clues, which influence
our judgment much more than we realize. In former experiments
we placed loudspeakers and musicians behind a very thin, but
opaque curtain [2]. This time, instead of eliminaúing all clues,
we gave more or less false ones. This was done by making
beforehand a recording of fhe band in which alternatively se-
veral insúruments, or even all but one, were silent part of the
Éime. l)uring the reproductiou fhe musicians filled in fhe mis-
sing parts. This made it possible for a musician fo stop in the._

*) Philips Research Laboratories N,V. Philips' GloeilampenfabrieLen
Eindhoven- N etherlands '
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middle of a solo, replace his clarinet by a saxophone' and

start a dueú with hi. o-" clarinet wich had gone on play-
;"* "ff the Éime. The same Procedure was used in the "fare-
*ãll-rronrb"r", where one b.y one the musicians put down their in-

struments and walkerì away while the music rvent on' As they
did so several bars after the recording had taken over' and rnade

sham-motions in the meantime, iÉ was onl¡' by their ears that
the listeners could get a clue as to the exact moment when

the recording ""plo"Ied ihe "live" instrument' Another experi-

ment was tã *"L" a recording of only two hands in a dance

for four hands b¡' Gri"g, t'-'J to filt in the other parÉ while

this recording was reProduced'
For the rJproduction of a piano and of the small band foo'

a record with only or," t"""k was sufficient, but many loud-

.p""k"", distributed over the sfage had to be used' oÚherwis-e

tile listeners woulcl have located' the source in the one loud-

.p""L"". For the reproduction of a symphony orchestra ió be-

comes necessary to i." stereophony' No matter how accuratel'1'

one can imifate stereophonically a large orchestra' the results
willnotbesatisfacúoryiftheacousticsofthelisteningroom
are inadequate. For example, the acoustics of the Philips Theatre

are quite good as such, but are unsuifable for a concert by

. l"t-g" .y-photy orchestra, still less for church music' There'

fore to demonstrate fhe quality of pure stereophon¡' rn'e chose

a minuet frotn a symphony by Mozarf' for which a short rever-

beration time is preferable' No symphony. orchestra was pre-

sent to enable a cornparison to be made'
The acoustics of o ìh"tt"" can however be improved by sup-

plying the missing rvall-reflections .by means of loudspeakers

ãirmúot"¿ along 
'the 

ceiling' A microphone above the stage

ni"k. tln the music, which is recorded on Éhe magnetic rim of
. *1""î. Several reproducer heads feed the music with diffe-

rent retardations to the loudspeakers in such a wây that no

;;; ;i;ilo,r"i's ones are connected úo the same head' The

.ig""f fånt the la"t heatl is moreover fed back to the recor-

á-iiu ft"*a. By changing this feed-back the reverberafion time

"trr- b" confrolled'
Mr. Harm de Vrie's played a sequence of chords on the

"";;; *i;i" the artificial te'oe"ber"tion was switched on and

off. In this way it was possible úo hear the change in rever-

berafion .. ,rr"h' To show iÉs nusical value Mr' de Vries

"*t"*po"ø"d in different tempi: adagio' allegro and majestuoso'
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and úhen accompanied Mrs. Groenenberg, who sangapiece
of music by |oh. Sebastian Bach. I do not. think úhere was
any difference of opinion on the musical value of the "stereo-
reverberation" as we call this electro-acoustic improvement of
the acoustics of the hall. "stereo-reverberation" is characterized,
not so much by the lengthening of the reverberation time, as
by the greater diffuseness of the sound, which gains a fullness
and volume that is obviously rnissing when the loudspeakers
are switched off.

The final chorus of the Passion according to St. Matthew
by Joh. Sebasfian Bach, as recorded in the Philips Theatre by
the Philips Orchestra and the Philips Philharmonic Choir
directed by Henri Arends, was reproduced in the same
hall, buf now with stereo-reverberation added. To eliminate
the conflict between the visual and audible impression of the
room the lighfs were dimmed. This demonstration has already
been given many times but it never fails to impress on the
listeners the magnilìcence of Bach's music. This proves that,
even with amateurs as executants, recorded music can do jus-
tice to the essential values of music, if only atúention is given
to the distribufion of the souncl after it leaves fhe loudspea-
kers.

During the last season an experimental insÉallation for stereo-
reverberation in the ,,Gebouw voor Kunsten en'W'etenschappen"
in the Hague has been in use during all concerts of the
,,Residentieorkest" and several opera's and recitals. While the
musicians are consciously aware of the improved acoustics and
find it easier to play their instruments, most of the public is
of the opinion that it is the orchestra that has improved and is
playing much better than before. This is, in our opinion, the
highest praise possible for an elecúro-acoustic insúallaúion.
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